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Deep fracture fluids isolated in the crust since the
Precambrian era
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eruptions intercalated with both terrigenous and marine sedimentary
deposits formed in a shallow seafloor setting about 2.719–2.711 Gyr
ago12. The deposit is relatively undeformed, metamorphosed to greenschist grade 2.67–2.69 Gyr ago13, with a late metasomatic event at
2.64 Gyr (ref. 14). Exploration boreholes within the mine that produce
water rich in hydrogen, methane, nitrogen and helium were sampled
for stable and noble-gas isotope determination, following refs 5 and
15–17 (Methods). 3He/4He ratios vary between 0.0052Ra and 0.0153Ra
(where Ra is the 3He/4He ratio in air, 1.4 3 1026) confirming that
radiogenic helium accounts for more than 99% of the 3He and 4He
(ref. 18). Ne isotope data indicate no significant mantle component
(Fig. 1), but rather mixing between air-saturated water (ASW) and a
distinctly different radiogenic end-member, consistent with elevated
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Fluids trapped as inclusions within minerals can be billions of
years old and preserve a record of the fluid chemistry and environment at the time of mineralization1–3. Aqueous fluids that have
had a similar residence time at mineral interfaces and in fractures
(fracture fluids) have not been previously identified. Expulsion of
fracture fluids from basement systems with low connectivity occurs
through deformation and fracturing of the brittle crust4. The fractal
nature of this process must, at some scale, preserve pockets of interconnected fluid from the earliest crustal history. In one such system,
2.8 kilometres below the surface in a South African gold mine,
extant chemoautotrophic microbes have been identified in fluids
isolated from the photosphere on timescales of tens of millions of
years5. Deep fracture fluids with similar chemistry have been found
in a mine in the Timmins, Ontario, area of the Canadian Precambrian Shield. Here we show that excesses of 124Xe, 126Xe and 128Xe in
the Timmins mine fluids can be linked to xenon isotope changes in
the ancient atmosphere2 and used to calculate a minimum mean
residence time for this fluid of about 1.5 billion years. Further
evidence of an ancient fluid system is found in 129Xe excesses that,
owing to the absence of any identifiable mantle input, are probably sourced in sediments and extracted by fluid migration processes operating during or shortly after mineralization at around
2.64 billion years ago. We also provide closed-system radiogenic
noble-gas (4He, 21Ne, 40Ar, 136Xe) residence times. Together, the different noble gases show that ancient pockets of water can survive the
crustal fracturing process and remain in the crust for billions of years.
The Precambrian crystalline basement accounts for over 30% of the
exposed surface area of the continents, yet the character, communication and residence times of fluids within it remain little explored.
Crystalline basement fracture waters from the Canadian, Fennoscandian and South African continental cratons have recently drawn scientific attention because they possess concentrations of H2 as high as
7 mM (ref. 6): that is, they are as rich in H2 as the hydrothermal vents or
ocean spreading centres7. This H2 has been shown to be produced by
radiolysis of water8 and by serpentinization9 and to provide the energy
source for deep chemoautotrophic microbial ecosystems5. The Witwatersrand basin in South Africa is the most extensively studied among
these crustal basement systems. There, radiogenic noble gases in the
deepest fracture waters provide evidence for groundwater residence
times of up to 25 million years (Myr)5,10, indicating that this habitat has
been isolated in the crystalline basement from the photosphere on
geologic timescales. How prevalent and how ancient these fluid pockets might be remains unclear.
Here we report noble-gas isotopic compositions from some of the
deepest bulk fracture fluids yet sampled from a working mine (Supplementary Videos). These fluids occur 2.4 km below the surface in
crystalline rocks about 2.7 billion years (Gyr) in age, from the Precambrian Shield near Timmins, Ontario, Canada. The Timmins mine is a
volcanogenic massive sulphide deposit producing copper and zinc ore11.
Geologically, the Timmins site comprises a series of episodic volcanic
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Figure 1 | Comparison of the Neon isotopic composition of free fluids and
fluid inclusions in ancient crust. Data presented are: Timmins free fluids
(solid squares, this work); Witwatersrand basin fracture waters (open
diamonds) and fluid inclusions in bulk quartzite rock (open circle)3; fluid
inclusions from vein quartz from the Kaapvaal craton, South Africa (crosses)3;
CH4-rich fluid inclusions from Yilgarn craton, Western Australia (open
triangles)1 and end-member compositions (mantle, ASW, Archean crust; and
typical radiogenic crust). Nucleogenic Ne is generated by 17O,18O(a, n)20Ne,
21
Ne, 19F(a, n)22Na(b1) and 19F(a, p)22Ne. Typical radiogenic continental
environments have a 21Ne/22Ne lower than would be predicted by the O/F ratio
alone due to preferential siting of F proximal to U (ref. 27) and have a typical
21
Ne/22Ne value of around 0.47 at the 20Ne/22Ne zero intercept18,27. Ne isotope
data from fluid inclusions in Archean terrains1,3 are characterized by a
significantly higher 21Ne/22Ne intercept of 3.3 6 0.2 (ref. 3), consistent with the
average crustal O/F ratio18. With the exception of sample 12287-1 (see
Supplementary Information), the Timmins fluids indicate ASW mixing with an
Archean Ne end-member and show no evidence for radiogenic contributions
or input from outside this terrain. Error bars are as shown or are smaller than
the plotted symbols and are 1s.
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Table 1 | He, Ne and Ar isotope data of Timmins gas samples
Sample

3

Error

20

12261
12299-1
12299-2
12299-3
12287-1
12287-2

0.0134
0.0133
0.0153
0.0147
0.0052
0.0113

He/4He (Ra)

0.0033
0.0019
0.0013
0.0019
0.0012
0.0025

7.501
8.037
7.520
8.087
8.660
7.053

Ne/22Ne

Error

21

0.0315
0.0657
0.0554
0.072
0.5200
0.0623

0.3739
0.3960
0.3030
0.2770
0.1098
0.3324

Ne/22Ne

Error

40

0.0013
0.0035
0.0032
0.0045
0.0037
0.0054

27173
44384
28168
31787
6564
24180

Ar/36Ar

Error

38

446
1554
2050
2154
123
963

0.1874
0.1876
0.1871
0.1875
0.1879
0.1879

Ar/36Ar

Error

0.0005
0.0005
0.0004
0.0005
0.0006
0.0005

Errors quoted on all ratios are 1s. 3He/4He are displayed relative to atmospheric ratio (R/Ra) 5 1.4 3 1026.

21

Ne/22Ne previously identified in fluid inclusions in Archean terrains1,3.
One extraordinary feature of the present study is that here the Archean
Ne isotope signature has been discovered not in fluids trapped in
inclusions, but in the radiogenic noble-gas-rich fracture fluids discharging from exploration boreholes, with water and gas flow rates of 0.1 to
over 2 litres per minute (Supplementary Table 1). 40Ar/36Ar values in
these samples (up to 44,384) are the highest yet reported in a free fluid
(Table 1). High-precision Xe isotope data (Table 2) using multicollector mass spectrometry15 show isotopic excesses relative to modern
atmosphere (denoted by asterisks) at all masses normalized to 130Xe
(Fig. 2). 131–136Xe* represent normal uranium fission and based on this
we can rule out exotic nuclear processes or reaction routes for 129Xe*.
To our knowledge, these 129Xe* are the first excesses observed in a nonmagmatic freely flowing fluid and show that an ancient fluid process
signal has been preserved. 124–128Xe* appears to preserve an ancient
atmosphere signal that allows a residence time to be estimated for
these fluids.
The most intriguing component of the Xe mass spectra is the
124,126,128
Xe* values (Fig. 2), indicating enrichment of the lightest isotopes of Xe. The Timmins fluids have 36Ar concentrations in the original
water phase similar to that of ASW (Methods) and 130Xe/36Ar ratios in
excess of ASW (Supplementary Fig. 1). Xe enrichment is often inferred
to be sediment-derived. However, the Xe-enriched component is not
correlated with 124,126,128Xe*, showing that the mass fractionation of
124–128/130
Xe is not derived from the sediment: a finding supported by
recent experimental studies19. The 124,126,128Xe* must therefore be a
primary feature of the atmosphere-derived component.
Extreme ultraviolet radiation and asteroid bombardment in the first
few hundred million years of Earth’s history have often been invoked
to explain the preferential loss of the light isotopes of Xe in the Earth’s
atmosphere relative to those of other Solar System components20.
Recently, evidence supporting ongoing, rather than early, Xe fractionation of the atmosphere throughout geological time has been derived
from inclusions trapping ancient air in Archean barites and quartz
grains2,21. The evolution of the Xe isotopes in Earth’s atmosphere
through this mechanism can be used to identify and date ancient water
that has equilibrated with the early atmosphere (Fig. 3).
If the atmosphere evolved from an initial solar composition, as
indicated by Kr isotopes16,20, the average Timmins 124,126,128Xe* value
is 26%–43% of that predicted by the Pujol model2, assuming the fluids

were trapped and preserved at the time of the last regional fluid event
2.64 Gyr ago. There are three explanations for this mismatch. The first
is that the Pujol model has yet to be calibrated for this period and that
the Timmins fluids do preserve 100% of the Xe signal of the atmosphere at this time in Earth’s history—and in fact provide this calibration. The fracture fluids would then have to be 2.64 Gyr old. The
second is that the Timmins fracture fluids could contain up to 74%
modern Xe, and the 124,126,128Xe*, in the context of the Pujol model,
would then give a mean residence time for the fracture fluid of 1.5–
1.85 Gyr (Fig. 3). Third, the accretionary Xe isotopic composition may
have been chondritic and the observed 124,126,128Xe* would then be
much closer to that expected for a 2.64-Gyr-old fluid (Fig. 3).
129
Xe* is also clearly resolved in the Timmins mine fluids. This
could either be a magmatic signal22 or the result of the decay of 129I
(half-life t1/2 5 15.7 Myr). Production of 129I in the crust by in situ
238
U, and more exotic radiogenic production routes of 129Xe*, can
be ruled out (Supplementary Information). We are then required to
find a mantle or near-surface source of 129Xe*. If the 129Xe* is mantlederived, this should correlate with 3He, the most unequivocal indicator
of mantle input17. The absence of such a correlation and 3He/129Xe*
ratios in the fracture fluids ranging from 0.3 to 23, orders of magnitude
lower than typical mantle values (about 500), requires extreme He/Xe
elemental fractionation to preserve a Xe mantle signature without the
corresponding He. We note that a mantle source for 129Xe* would also
be associated with a 124Xe*. However, mantle 129Xe*/124Xe* derived
from the Bravo system17 is 1.640 6 209, which is an order of magnitude
higher than we find in this work (199 6 63). Therefore a mantle source
for 129Xe* can account for only 12% 6 4% of the 124–128Xe* observed.
We can next consider cosmogenic 129I, which is concentrated and
deposited in carbon-rich sediments23. The periods of volcanic activity
that formed the Timmins ore deposit were interspersed every few
million years with carbonaceous sedimentary deposits, typically conglomerates, turbidites and greywackes12,14 that were subsequently isolated from the surface by the next eruptive phase. This is a scenario that
may have resulted in closed-system evolution of the 129I–129Xe system
after each eruptive phase. Subsequent alteration of these trapped
carbon-rich sediments produced the graphitic carbon observed in these
sequences24 and, critically, may have liberated substantial amounts of
129
I or 129Xe. Using the average concentration of 129Xe* in our samples
of 2.12 3 109 atoms of 129Xe* per g H2O, 10 m3 of sediment would be

Table 2 | Xe isotope data of Timmins gas samples
Sample

124

Xe/130Xe

Error

126

Xe/130Xe

Error

128

Error

129

Error

12261
12299-1
12299-2
12299-3
12287-1
12287-2

0.023762
0.023824
0.023724
0.023895
0.023613
0.023659

164
203
130
141
026
135

0.022071
0.022101
0.022068
0.021976
0.021924
0.022196

216
177
132
116
042
171

0.47528
0.47454
0.47545
0.47582
0.47365
0.47417

057
047
048
048
019
028

6.5667
6.5710
6.5730
6.5664
6.5282
6.5823

171
066
131
092
026
132

Sample

131

Error

132

Error

134

Error

136

Error

12261
12299-1
12299-2
12299-3
12287-1
12287-2

5.2342
5.2335
5.2475
5.2424
5.2263
5.2525

115
063
115
073
026
094

6.8712
6.8460
6.7998
6.8268
6.6445
6.8186

055
068
190
150
040
095

3.0002
2.9630
2.8941
2.9305
2.6272
2.9206

018
018
012
023
005
012

2.7139
2.6634
2.5774
2.6234
2.2501
2.6073

114
027
088
068
018
099

Xe/130Xe

Xe/130Xe

Xe/130Xe

Xe/130Xe

Errors quoted on all ratios are last significant figures at 1s.
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required to provide the 129Xe* observed in the fracture fluids associated
with 1 m3 of Precambrian Shield rock. We note that these values are
conservative and, as these processes are not well constrained, the
amount of sediment required may be more than an order of magnitude
less (Methods).
A sediment-derived source for the 129Xe* might have been initiated
by regional metamorphic events that resulted in reducing hydrothermal fluids known to have penetrated the basement between 2.69
and 2.64 Gyr ago13,14. Preservation of this signature in fracture fluids
could only have occurred if these fluids were also from this time period.
Magmatic activity, the source of any mantle-derived noble gases, also
initiated around 2.79 Gyr ago and continued until around 2.64 Gyr
ago12,14. The region has been quiescent since this period. Therefore,
regardless of whether 129Xe* was sediment- or mantle-derived, both
hypotheses, importantly, require isolation of the sampled bulk fluids for
time periods that extend over a significant period of Earth’s existence.
The consequence of such an ancient isolation ought also to be seen
in the radiogenic noble gases. There are two possible sources of the
radiogenic noble gases in the fracture fluids: those produced in situ and
those that are externally derived. Calculated in situ ages provide an
important reference point (Methods). In this context the Ne isotope
signature (Fig. 1) provides strong evidence that we do not have contributions to the radiogenic noble gases from anywhere other than the
Archean terrain. Although it is not possible to rule out mechanisms
that might concentrate radiogenic noble gases within portions of the
Archean terrain, we make the a priori assumption that this is negligible
to test our hypothesis of an ancient fluid. Using radionuclide U, Th and
K concentrations for the local crystalline basement, we calculate
the range of fluid residence times as averages of all samples (except
for the air-contaminated sample 12287-1) to be 1,142 6 645 Myr,
1,655 6 789 Myr, 1,498 6 784 Myr and 1,610 6 825 Myr for 4He,
50
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Figure 2 | Xenon isotopic spectrum. a, Isotopic ratios of Xe expressed as
percentage deviation from air, relative to 130Xe, shown for individual samples.
Data show excess Xe (Xe*) at all masses. One sample (12287-1; see Table 1) has
a much larger air-derived component. This is also observed in both Ne and Ar
data (Table 1), probably indicating a small amount of air contamination
(Supplementary Information). b, 131,132,134,136Xe is a fission product from U.
The data points show the average of all samples compared to 238U fission
spectrum (dashed lower line). The data are clearly within error of the 238U
fission spectrum and suggest that no other fission source significantly
contributes to the heavy xenon isotope spectrum. c, 124,126,128,129Xe* are
observed in all samples. Individual samples (small solid squares) and averages
of all samples except the air-contaminated sample 12287-1 are shown (open
square). Errors are 1s. Average 124,126,128Xe* data (dashed line) are within error
of the mass fractionation line (solid line). 129Xe* in all samples is greater than
the excess caused by mass fractionation, requiring either a cosmogenic 129I or
mantle 129Xe source to explain most of the observed 129Xe* and can only be
reconciled with a fluid that has preserved this component since about 2.64 Gyr
(see main text).
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129Xe*
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45

Figure 3 | The xenon isotopic evolution of Earth’s atmosphere shown over
time2, relative to modern atmosphere. The chondritic, solar28 and modern
atmosphere values are shown as a solid circle, star and open circle, respectively.
The solid curve is the evolution of the modern atmosphere from solar, which is
our preferred initial composition16. The evolution of a chondritic-derived
atmosphere is shown as a dashed curve. Grey data points are from refs 2, 21 and
29. The horizontal black dotted lines are the 61s range of the observed
124,126,128
Xe* of the Timmins samples (except the air-contaminated sample
12287-1), expressed per atomic mass unit (dalton). The vertical solid lines
reflect the time period over which geological activity occurred at the Timmins
site (approximately 2.7 to 2.64 Gyr). The solid black squares are in situ
radiogenic noble gas ages for 4He, 21Ne, 40Ar and 136Xe, including errors; see
Supplementary Table 3. Using a solar composition, the Timmins data require
the Xe to have been isolated 1.5–1.85 Gyr ago (tick marks on x axis), or
alternatively, account for 26–43% of the Xe now present if the ancient Xe
component is indeed about 2.64 Gyr old. These are internally consistent with
the range suggested by the 4He, 21Ne*, 40Ar* and 136Xe* residence times. Errors
on radiogenic ages reflect one standard deviation of five samples and porosity
variance (see Methods).
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Ne, 40Ar and 136Xe respectively (see Supplementary Tables 1–3 and
Methods). These are younger than 2.64 Gyr, but still exceptionally old
and consistent with the range derived from the 124,126,128Xe* and
atmosphere evolution age (Fig. 3).
124–128
Xe*, 129Xe* and radiogenic noble-gas in situ fracture fluid
residence times (Supplementary Table 3) each provide independent
evidence that the sampled fracture fluids have been isolated for at least
a billion years, with a 129Xe signature possibly preserved for as long as
2.64 Gyr. The discovery that ancient fluid environments capable of
supporting life can remain isolated for hundreds of millions to billions
of years may require changes in our understanding of the extent of the
Earth’s crust that may be habitable, and the part that such potential
buried biomes play in preserving, evolving and propagating life on
planetary timescales. Mars, like the Precambrian shields on Earth, is
dominated by tectonically quiescent geologic terrains which are billions
of years old, some with serpentinized ultramafic rocks capable of sustaining production of reduced gases such as found in the terrestrial
Archean fracture fluids25,26. If such ancient fluids, with millimolar concentrations of H2 and CH4, are preserved deep in the terrestrial crust on
billion-year timescales, perhaps similar potential buried biomes may be
preserved at depth in the subsurface of Mars on planetary timescales.
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METHODS SUMMARY
Sample collection. All samples were collected at the borehole collar. A packer was
placed into the opening of the borehole and sealed to the inner rock walls below the
water level to seal the borehole from the mine air and minimize air contamination,
following the method of refs 15 and 30. Gas and water were allowed to flow
through a gas–water sampling chamber (Supplementary Videos) long enough
to displace any air remaining in the borehole or the apparatus before sampling.
Plastic tubing was attached to the end of the packer and the flow of gas and/or water
from the borehole was directed into a graduated sampling bucket. Temperature,
pH and conductivity were measured on the outflowing water from the packer by
respective field kits. Water flow was measured by filling the graduated sampling
vessel three times. Gas flow was measured by filling the sampling vessel with water,
then displacing a known volume of water from an inverted graduated funnel. For
each borehole, gas flow rates were also measured three times and average values
are reported. For noble-gas analysis, gas was collected in 60-cm-long, 10-mmdiameter, internally polished refrigeration-grade copper tubing sealed using the
refrigeration clamping procedure outlined by ref. 31 or crimper cold welding. This
technique of gas sampling and storage is well established and ensures there has
been no noble-gas contamination or loss due to leakage or diffusion.
Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper.
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METHODS
Sample collection. All samples were collected at the borehole collar. A packer was
placed into the opening of the borehole and sealed to the inner rock walls below the
water level to seal the borehole from the mine air and minimize air contamination,
following the method of refs 15 and 30. Gas and water were allowed to flow
through a gas–water sampling chamber (Supplementary Videos) long enough
to displace any air remaining in the borehole or the apparatus before sampling.
Plastic tubing was attached to the end of the packer and the flow of gas and/or
water from the borehole was directed into a graduated sampling bucket. Temperature, pH and conductivity were measured on the outflowing water from the
packer by respective field kits. Water flow was measured by filling the graduated
sampling vessel three times. Gas flow was measured by filling the sampling vessel
with water, then displacing a known volume of water from an inverted graduated
funnel. For each borehole, gas flow rates were also measured three times and average
values are reported. For noble-gas analysis, gas was collected in 60-cm-long,
10-mm-diameter, internally polished refrigeration-grade copper tubing sealed with
the refrigeration clamping procedure outlined by ref. 31 or crimper cold welding.
This technique of gas sampling and storage is well established and ensures there has
been no noble-gas contamination or loss due to leakage or diffusion.
129
I analytical method. Samples for 129I analysis were filtered through 0.2-mm
filters and 1-litre pre-cleaned Nalgene bottles were completely filled, leaving no
head space. The bottles were then wrapped in aluminium foil and maintained in a
4 uC cold room before 129I determination by accelerator mass spectrometry. Iodine
in the sample was chemically reduced to iodide. 2 mg of potassium iodide carrier
with known 129I concentration—129I/127I 5 (2.2 6 04) 3 10214—were added to
the sample and the iodide was oxidized to molecular iodine by addition of sodium
nitrite. The iodine was extracted into hexane and then back-extracted into a
sodium bisulphite/sulphuric acid solution. Silver nitrate was added to ensure
complete precipitation of the analyte as silver iodide. The dried silver iodide
sample was mixed with an equal weight of 350-mesh niobium powder and pressed
into stainless steel sample holders for analysis by accelerator mass spectrometry at
the University of Toronto IsoTrace Facility. The sample data are normalized to
IsoTrace Reference Material 2, which has been calibrated to NIST-3230 I and II
standards to have 129I/127I 5 (1.313 6 0.017) 3 10211. The blank (potassium iodide
carrier added to de-ionized water) for this procedure is typically (0.075 6 0.010) 3 108
atoms per litre and the standard deviation (1s) ranges from 5% to 10%.
Atmosphere-derived noble gases and produced water. The dominant source of
atmosphere-derived noble gas isotopes in subsurface fluids is from air dissolved in
groundwater (ASW) (see review32). Oil and gas fields in contact with ancient
basinal brines often show excesses of 84Kr/36Ar and 130Xe/36Ar relative to the
values found in ASW. This has been attributed to sediment-derived contributions
of air-derived Kr and Xe that are sorbed onto carbonaceous-rich sediments and
transferred to the fluid phase through water-rock interaction. Similarly, although
they are less well understood, excess 20Ne/36Ar relative to ASW are also often found
in old crustal fluids33–35. We use here ocean water at 10 uC as our reference ASW,
containing 1.47 3 1027 cm3 of 20Ne, 1.01 3 1026 cm3 of 36Ar, 3.99 3 1028 cm3 of
84
Kr and 5.2 3 10210 cm3 of 130Xe (at standard temperature and pressure, STP) per
gram of H2O (ref. 36).
All samples in this study also show excess 20Ne/36Ar, 84Kr/36Ar and 130Xe/36Ar
relative to ASW. A coherent increase in these values is most simply attributed to
mixing between ASW and a fluid enriched in 20Ne, 84Kr and 130Xe relative to 36Ar
(Supplementary Fig. 1). Importantly, there is no coherent behaviour of the radiogenic noble-gas ratios (4He/40Ar*, 21Ne*/40Ar* and 136Xe*/40Ar*, where the isotopic values in excess of air and denoted by the asterisk are ascribed to radiogenic
sources with the atmosphere-derived noble-gas elemental ratios. From this we
conclude that the ASW noble-gas patterns (Supplementary Fig. 1) must represent
heterogeneity of the air-derived noble gases, incorporated into the fluids as production proceeds in situ, rather than an artefact of phase separation during production and sampling.
Gases are naturally exsolving from the flowing fracture waters. Gas/water
volume ratios of 0.045 to 0.72 g of H2O per cm3 of gas (at STP) will result in
near-complete transfer of any noble gases in the groundwater into the gas phase,
according to Henry’s Law. The concentration of the noble gases in the gas phase
and the gas/water ratio is used to calculate the original concentration of the noble
gases in the groundwater before exsolution. Using this method, groundwater 36Ar
concentrations are calculated to range between 2.23 3 1027 and 2.46 3 1026 cm3
(at STP) per gram of H2O, with a modal value of about 8.5 3 1027 cm3 (at STP) per
gram of H2O. Neglecting sample 12287-1, with its anomalously low 40Ar/36Ar
ratio suggesting some degree of air contamination, the average value of this sample
suite is 9.04 3 1027 cm3 (at STP) per gram of H2O and is within 9% of the
reference ASW value. The similarity of the integrated in situ groundwater 36Ar
concentration with that of ASW suggests that the groundwater has undergone little,
if any, open-system phase separation since last equilibrating with the atmosphere.

Radiogenic noble-gas concentrations. The variance of 4He/36Ar ratios in the
samples is smaller than that of the water/gas ratio variability between boreholes
(Supplementary Table 1). To remove the effect of sample-to-sample variance
caused by differences in gas/water flow rates between boreholes, we take the
average measured value (neglecting the air-contaminated sample 12287-1) of
9.04 3 1027 cm3 (at STP) per gram of H2O and use the observed 4He/36Ar to
calculate the 4He concentration in the same water. Neglecting sample 12287-1
again, 4He concentrations in the in situ groundwater range from 0.086 to
0.204 cm3 (at STP) per gram of H2O (with an average of 0.136 cm3 (at STP) per
gram of H2O). We note that any gas phase not in solution, whether under hydrostatic or lithostatic pressure, occupies negligible volume compared to the relatively
incompressible water phase. At 1.0% porosity (ref. 37) and a density of 2.7 g cm23,
1 g of rock will contain 0.0037 g formation water and 5.62 3 1024 cm3 (at STP)
4
He and 1.15 3 1024 cm3 (at STP) 40Ar*. A similar calculation is made for 21Ne*
and 136Xe*.
Porosity range. The porosity of the basement rocks hosting the sampled fluids
nevertheless represents an uncertainty in deriving the bulk-rock radiogenic noblegas content. Bucher and Stober37 report a characteristic porosity for basement
rocks of 1.0%. Well tests give flow effective porosities in the Black Forest basement
of 0.1% to 2.1% (ref. 38), with a corresponding range of low hydraulic conductivities for tests on rocks from the Canadian Shield39. Reported porosity ranges in
granite are similar and range between 0.3% and 1.0% (ref. 40) and 0.9% and 2.3%
(ref. 41). In gneiss the data are more limited, but the Urach test site in Germany
reports a fracture porosity of 0.1%–0.5% (ref. 42). We adopt the value of 1.0% from
ref. 37 and assign a 1s uncertainty to this of 60.45% to include the observed
porosity range at a 2s level of confidence.
External versus internal sources of radiogenic gases. There are two possible
sources of the radiogenic noble gases in the fracture fluids: those produced in situ
and those that are externally derived. Within basinal sedimentary aquifers, for
example, a significant additional source is derived from the deeper crust and
accumulates beneath the aquitard43. The mechanism of transfer of noble gases
from the crystalline basement to shallow regions is uncertain, with evidence for
episodic, advective44 and fault-controlled45 mechanisms as well as uniform continual input43,46. While the contribution of external sources of radiogenic noble
gases cannot be ruled out, the limits of the ‘in situ’ noble-gas ages must be recognized and additional evidence for their validity acquired. This might be the geological context or data, such as presented here, on xenon light-isotope deviations
from atmosphere and 129Xe excess values that support ancient sedimentary
sources and processes.
In situ fluid residence time. In situ 4He and 40Ar production rates can be calculated using:
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where 4He and 40Ar are the radiogenic noble-gas concentrations that would be
produced within a rock in time t, containing [238U], [235U], [232Th] and [40K]
concentrations respectively. l238, l235, l232 and l40 are the decay constants for the
respective radio-isotopes and the value 0.105 is the fraction of 40K that decays to
40
Ar. 21Ne* and 136Xe* are produced in proportion to radiogenic helium with
4
He/21Ne* and 4He/136Xe* production ratios of 9.96 3 106 and 3.033 3 108
respectively18. Observed 4He/21Ne* in this study’s samples are between 0.54 and
0.97 (average, 0.725) of the crustal production ratio, whereas observed 4He/136Xe*
are 0.54–0.936 (average, 0.743) of the crustal production ratio. The 21Ne*/136Xe*
ratios are between 0.769 and 1.14 (average, 0.975) of the crustal production ratio.
We note that it seems that the 4He concentration is approximately 30% lower than
that expected from the 21Ne* and 136Xe*. The 21Ne*/136Xe* values are within the
expected production range and the small variance from sample to sample in all
radiogenic ratios provides further evidence that there are no significant artefacts caused by degassing kinetics or phase fractionation during gas production
or sampling.
The resolved radiogenic 4He/40Ar* ratio in all samples ranges from 3.99 to 5.36
(average, 4.68). This is a very small range and falls between the predicted ratios of
6.56 and 3.55 for production at 0 Gyr and 2.67 Gyr ago respectively within the
Kidd-Munro group, probably representing the average composition of the parent
elements (Th 5 9 parts per million (p.p.m.), U 5 2 p.p.m. and K 5 2%; ref. 47). We
also consider the regional values for the southwest Abitibi belt (Th 5 4.31 p.p.m.,
U 5 0.91 p.p.m. and K 5 1.48%; ref. 48), from which we calculate 4He/40Ar* ratios
of 4.14 and 2.24 for 0 and 2.67 Gyr ago, respectively. We note that there is better
agreement between predicted and measured 4He/40Ar* using Kidd-Munro-group
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concentrations of parent elements and therefore provide in situ ages in the manuscript using these values. Because Kidd-Munro-group parent-nuclide concentrations are higher than other compositions (for example, southwest Abitibi Belt), in
situ residence times presented here are a conservative estimate yielding lower
limits for the ages. Using equations (1) and (2) and the radio-element concentrations for the Kidd-Munro group, we calculate 4He accumulation ages of 1.14 3 109
years and 40Ar accumulation ages of 1.50 3 109 years, respectively (Supplementary
Table 3). This method assumes all release coefficients lHe,Ne,Ar,Xe 5 1, which is
consistent with the observed radiogenic 4He /21Ne*/40Ar*/136Xe* at or close to the
predicted production ratios and again yields lower in situ age limits.
Calculating 129Xe* concentrations. Measured radiogenic 129Xe* concentrations
in the six individual samples range from 1.09–3.2 3 10211 cm3 of 129Xe* per cm3
of gas. As with radiogenic noble gases, we assume the co-produced water is
completely degassed but originally contained 36Ar with near-ASW concentrations
of 9.04 3 1027 cm3 (at STP) per gram of H2O. 130Xe concentration in fracture
water is therefore derived from observed 130Xe/36Ar and ASW 36Ar concentration.
Once 130Xe concentration is obtained, 129Xe* is calculated from the increase in
129
Xe/130Xe over the value in air. Multiplying these values by (6.02 3 1023/22,400)
converts these initial concentrations in the fracture fluid to atoms per gram of
H2O. Undegassed samples therefore contain 1.24–3.61 3 109 atoms 129Xe* per
gram of H2O, with an average of 2.85 3 109 atoms of 129Xe* per gram of H2O.
Correcting for the mass fractionation observed in 124–128Xe/130Xe for each sample
reduces this to (0.90–2.70) 3 109 atoms of 129Xe* per gram of H2O, with an
average of 2.12 3 109 atoms of 129Xe* per gram of H2O.
In situ production routes for 129Xe*. In situ 238U production of 129I in the crust
typically reaches a steady state after about 80 Myr in crystalline basement hosted
waters49. The 129I concentration in sample 12299-2, determined by AMS, is
1.23 3 108 atoms per litre. At steady state this would require 5.48 3 1011 years
to produce the observed 2.12 3 1012 atoms of 129Xe* per litre of H2O. Given that
this is greater than the age of the Universe, this allows us to discount in situ 238Uderived 129I as a significant source of the 129Xe*. Radiogenic sources of 129Xe, such
as epithermal or thermal neutron capture by tellurium, or chemically fractionated
fission products from natural reactors, all produce significant and distinct quantities of heavy Xe isotopes18. However, the 131–136Xe/130Xe pattern is indistinguishable from simple 238U fission (Fig. 2b), and these exotic production routes can also
be discounted.
Calculation of cosmogenic 129I contribution from sediment. Cosmic-ray spallation of xenon in the atmosphere produces an equilibrium cosmogenic 129I concentration today of about 2 3 109 atoms per litre in sediment porewater50. This is
three orders of magnitude too low to account for the observed 129Xe*. Nevertheless, iodine is sequestered by organic sediments, with pre-nuclear fallout sediment cores documented with 129I concentrations of 1 3 106 atoms per gram of
sediment (ref. 23). We assess here whether the iodine concentration in the sediments associated with the Timmins mineralizing system is sufficient to generate
the 129Xe* observed in the Timmins mine fluid samples. Assuming 1% 6 0.45%
porosity, 1 m3 of rock would contain 10,000 6 4,500 g of H2O in fluid fractures.
Assuming total degassing of water, the average 129Xe* from six measured boreholes is 2.12 3 109 atoms of 129Xe* per g of H2O. Based on this, 1 m3 of
Precambrian Shield contains 2.12 3 109 3 (10,000 6 4,500 g) 5 (2.12 6 0.95)
3 1013 atoms of 129Xe*. Overlying sediment containing 1 3 106 atoms per gram
of 129I and a density of 2 g cm23 will produce 2 3 1012 atoms of 129Xe* per m3.
Approximately 10 m3 of sediment is therefore required to supply the 129Xe*
observed in the fracture fluids associated with 1 m3 of Precambrian Shield rock.
This mechanism requires 100% efficient mobilization of iodine (if mobilization
occurs before 129I decay) and xenon (if mobilization occurs after 129I decay), and
retention of all iodine (or xenon) during compaction and dewatering.
However, we note that there is significant uncertainty in these calculations:
(1) Ref. 51 reports an 129I concentration of 1.4 3 107 atoms per gram of marine
sediments: an order of magnitude higher than used in the calculation above.
(2) The elevated 124Xe/130Xe observed in these samples, if it is an indication of a
less fractionated ancient atmosphere, would require 30% more xenon to have been
present in the atmosphere at the time of formation20, generating enhanced production of 129I. (3) The ultraviolet flux penetrating the anoxic Archean atmosphere
was considerably higher52. (4) The intensity of ultraviolet radiation was likely to
have been greater from the younger Sun53. These factors may combine to reduce
the amount of sediment required by more than two orders of magnitude from
10 m3 to less than 0.1 m3 for each 1 m3 of 1% porosity rock.
Geological setting. The stratiform massive base metal sulphide (Cu–Zn) deposits
of the Timmins mine lie on the western end of the Abitibi greenstone province of
the Canadian Shield12,14. The area is characterized by steeply dipping Archean

felsic, mafic and ultramafic deposits interlayered with metasedimentary deposits
referred to as the Kidd-Munro assemblage. Deposition began with massive felsic
rhyolite and rhyolitic volcanoclastic rocks extruded onto ancient sea bed deposits
(ultramafics) in a proximal seafloor setting. The volcanoclastic deposits appear to
be from brecciation and resedimentation of a previously consolidated rhyolite
unit. Within these units are flow-banded subvolcanic sills and dike intrusions of
massive rhyolite and metavolcanoclastic rhyolites54. Stringer ore is closely associated with the upper section of the felsic piles, probably forming as a result of
silica-rich and metal-rich hydrothermal fluids circulating just below the sea floor.
Banded and massive sulphide ores overlie the stringer zones, deposited on the
volcanics as precipitate where hydrothermal solutions rich in metals entered the
sea water54. Discontinuous carbonaceous horizons ranging from argillite to chert
occur within the volcanoclastics, are closely associated with the zones of ore
deposition, and are believed to represent periods of quiet chemical sedimentation
intervals of 2–27 Myr between periods of episodic volcanism12. The deposit is
relatively undeformed, metamorphosed to greenschist grade between 2.67 to
2.69 Gyr, with a late metasomatic event at 2.64 Gyr (refs 12 and 14).
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